Summary. Several new Harnack estimates for positive solutions of the heat equation on a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature bounded below by a positive (or a negative) constant are established. These estimates are sharp both for small time, for large time and for large distance, and lead to new estimates for the heat kernel of a manifold with Ricci curvature bounded below.
Introduction and main results.
The main purpose of this paper is to present several new Harnack estimates for non-negative solutions of the heat equation on a complete manifold with Ricci curvature bounded below b y a constant w h i c h m a y bepositive or negative. To obtain Harnack inequalities, we rst deduce gradient estimates, that is upper bounds of the gradient of the logarithm of a solution of the heat equation by a concave function of the time and the time derivative of the same quantity. Then, by standard methods, these bounds lead to Harnack inequalities and then to bounds on the heat kernel.
In this context, we obtain quite strong Harnack inequalities, which are improvements of the famous Li-Yau's estimate in 6], 12]. Although our methods are similar in both cases of positive and negative lower bound on the Ricci curvature, our results are completely new in the positive case, and are improvements of previous results in the negative one.
In order to state our results, we rst introduce some basic notations: let M bea complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n, and let be the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Let u beapositive solution of the heat equation (1) ( ; @ t ) u = 0 on 0 1) M and let f = log u. Denote by rf the gradient of the function f and by f t the time derivative o f f. In 1975, Yau 10 ] proved a Harnack inequality via Ricci curvature bounds for harmonic functions on a complete manifold. In their paper 6], Li and Yau have established a sharp Harnack inequality for parabolic harmonic functions on a complete manifold with non-negative Ricci curvature. Namely, (2) ; f t p 2 n K r jrfj 2 + n 2 t + 2 n K + n 2 t for all t > 0 : With the method described in Section 4, it is standard to deduce from this a Harnack inequality close to (12) (see below), but with di erent constants. In Appendix A, with the method described in this paper, and under the same assumption, we will improve this inequality to (6) jrfj 2 ; f t p n K r jrfj 2 + n 2 t + n K 4 + n 2 t for all t > 0 which yields a Harnack inequality essentially similar to (12) for small time and large distance.
Let us also mention that Hamilton 8] has obtained a Harnack inequality f o r negative curvature manifolds.
The path to obtain Harnack inequalities is to rst establish gradient estimates as (4) or (5) . To begin with, let us state the main results of this paper. To this end, we rst introduce two functions X and e X as follows: let K 0, n > 0 betwo constants. Then the functions X and e X are de ned on (0 1) R by See Theorem 4 below for the precise value of the constant c.
As a consequence, if Ric ; K K 0, then ;f t n 2 t + n K 4 for all t > 0 which is very close to the best possible one could expect, since (n ; 1) K=4 i s the spectral gap of the space form with Ricci curvature ;K.
Indeed we will prove a better but slightly more complicated estimate than (9) . Then, by standard methods, we deduce from Theorem 1 the following Harnack inequality (10) 
In particular, since A(t Y ) > 0 when Y 0, we have (11) u(t x) u(t + s y) sinh It turns out that both jrfj 2 and f t are uniformally bounded for each t 2=K if Ric K > 0. We could also deduce from this a Harnack inequality, b u t it takes a more complicated form than in the negative curvature case, and we will therefore omit it in this paper.
The main tool used in this paper is the maximum principle, which plays a fundamental rôle in Partial Di erential Equations theory, see for example 5] . Although the basic idea adopted in this paper is to apply the maximum principle and Bochner identity to some nice test functions this has been developed in a series of papers by Y 7] for more references) the main di culty with this method relies on the fact that, for any family of test functions, one gets di erent kind of results, and therefore the test functions in use are related to the results one is looking for. But it is not always easy (and indeed quite hard in general) to device what is the bestestimate one could expect from a g i v en di erential inequality. Our main contribution in this context is to develop a method which produces the best possible estimates and to show how to construct good test functions in order to prove the expected estimates via the maximum principle. This method applies to a more general setting than the one described here, and it could beused in di erent contexts for more general equations.
Let us explain our main idea as following. The main point of this paper is to compare (jrfj 2 f t ) with the solution (X Y) of the following system of di erential equations In fact, we were not able to prove (and we do not think it is true) that jrfj 2 X(t f t ) everywhere, and this comes from the lack of concavity of the curve Y ;! X(t Y ). What we show is that this inequality holds on the most part of the curve. More precisely, our main result asserts that if Ric K, then the most part of the curve (X(t f t ) f t ) is above the curve (jrfj 2 f t ). In other words, jrfj 2 X(t f t ) f o r most of the values of f t , and we h a ve a linear upper bound on the remaining part. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we establish gradient estimates and some consequences for manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded below. Section 3 deals with the case of positive Ricci curvature manifolds. We deduce Harnack inequalities in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe several extensions to other di usion operators, and, in the end, we give a n improved form of Yau's gradient estimate.
The results obtained in this paper have been announced in 2].
2. Gradient estimates for complete manifolds.
The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1. Thus throughout this section it will be assumed that Ric ; K, where K 0 is a constant. Let u bea positive solution of the heat equation and therefore ;(g h) will stand for hrg rhi.
Di erentiating (21) in t, we obtain the rst fundamental equation (22) f t + 2 hrf rf t i ; @ t f t = 0 : This is the only form in which the Ricci curvature will appear in what follows. Then, the fundamental remark is that, using (21) and (23) and the previous de nition of ; 2 , we get another fundamental equation (26) ;(f f) + 2 hrf r;(f f)i ; @ t ;(f f) = 2 ; 2 (f f) : For simplicity, introduce a di erential operator: L = + 2 rf ; @ t .
Then the basic equations (22) and (26) Indeed, let C be the solution of the di erential equation (34) In particular if f t ;n K = 4, t c K , since f t > ;n=(2 t) ; n K = 4, we can take Y 0 = f t in (58) to get that jrfj 2 ; f t C(t f t ) :
Thus we completed the proof.
By the above proof, we also proved in fact the following 3. Positive curvature manifold.
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2. The method follows exactly the same lines as in the previous section, although the conclusions are quite di erent.
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with dimension n, such that Ric K, where K is a positive constant.
Let f = log u, and u be a positive solution of the heat equation. In this case we have Li-Yau's estimate Remark. Proposition 2 together with the gradient estimates for the positive Ricci curvature manifolds yields a Harnack inequality. However, its form is quite complicated. Since the upper bound function (t Y ) is in general nonlinear , we can improve the Harnack inequality in Proposition 2 by varying the time speed, that is, replacing the straight line joining t and t + s by a curve. Therefore we decided to write down the explicit Harnack inequalities for positive Ricci curvature manifolds together with the compact manifold case in a separate paper.
Extensions.
The same arguments in previous sections can be applied to the case when the manifold M with convex boundary @ M the second fundamental form of the boundary @ Mis nonnegative. This is because of the fact that if @u=@ = 0 on the boundary where denotes the pointed out normal vector eld then @jruj 2 @ = ;2 (ru ru) so that we can use the Hopf maximum principle when 0. We only write down a theorem in this case. 
